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Power Ball 250Hz - Neon Blue

Product Name: Power Ball 250Hz - Neon Blue

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: GIZMO35

Originally designed to improve wrist strength through its gyroscopic forces, the NSD
Power Ball is actually a fiendishly addictive, one-more-go competitive device.   You
wouldn't think it from first glance, but a Power Ball is actually a carefully engineered
piece of kit originally designed to improve the wrist muscles of those who regularly use
it.  After initially setting the inner section spinning, rhythmic circular hand and wrist
movements not only maintain the rotation, but also make it steadily faster. The
increased centrifugal force makes it harder to keep the Powerball spinning at the faster
speeds. PGA Tour golfer Padraig Harrington has been known to use the Power Ball to
improve his wrist strength.  The reason Power Ball gets very addictive indeed is due to
the rev counter on the top. That means you get a high score, and will probably want to
beat it as time goes on. It also means that other people, who witness your Power Ball
antics and see your high score, will call into question your muscular capabilities before
sneering and snatching away the Power Ball to consign   your high score to history. 
Needless to say, male adult humans are the biggest fans of Power Ball's mix of
strength and scoring, but anyone can do it. Once you get over the initial hurdle of
starting the gyroscope (there are two main ways - flicking your thumb down the wheel,
or using the provided cord to set Power Ball in motion like you would an old
lawnmower), you are compelled to beat your last mark. Perhaps the gentle hum of a
Power Ball subconsciously draws you into continued play. More likely, it's the fact that
no one calls you a pansy and 11,532 is the score of a legend. Either way, Power Ball
genuinely is hard to put down once you pick it up.    This latest version of Power Ball
incorporates super bright blue or green LED lights - the faster you spin the Power Ball,
the brighter the lights will glow, adding another level of addictive fun to your exercise
regime. Particularly if you like exercising in the dark. Why not take one to your next
rave? Instead of lamely waving a couple of glowsticks around you could be building
arms strength dynamically! Or you could take one camping and use it as a makeshift
torch. Or run around spinning a blue one over your head and making Police siren
noises - the only limit your imagination!   New NSD Power Ball: The latest edition to the
range is the flawlessly finished, magnificent mirror-chrome NSD Power Ball. Weighing
almost twice as much as a standard Power Ball, this precision engineered 350Mz
behemoth exerts an extraordinary force that will test even the most seasoned Power
Baller.   Watch the Power Ball in action!   Click here (Windows Media - 1.2MB)  Watch
the Power Ball world record!   Click here (Windows Media - 2.04MB)   Buy your Power
Ball today and get your name on the board by joining the South-African MiniLeagues!
More info to follow with purchase...

Price: R447.91

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Tuesday 04 July, 2006
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